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Abstract
Mazhar-ul -Islam is a distinguished and unique

fiction writer. He is known as modern symbolic

fiction writer who gave it a great  name. He tries

to represent the realities of  surrounding life in his

fiction . He deals political, social, economical and

spiritual fields of life with great expertness. He

represents political awareness, politicaland social

injustices by using symbolic patterns.                                                              

This article tries to represent Mazhar -ul- Islam

fictions with special reference  to political

awareness , political problems and injustices side

by side Martial Law with its draw backs and

criticism.                                                                                        







 












  











 









 





 













 
 

 



 







 
















 


  


















 








  










  
  











   





 










 














 




















 




















 









 








 










 



















 






 









 














 

 
 

 
 
 






 
 
 
 


   


   








   





   
 





 





 




 





 





 

 






